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Abstract: Manufacturing industries are very much dependent on the strategy which is adopted by the manufacturers to improve their performance in such a highly competitive environment. Sustaining the business performance and improving it in continual mode is another matter of concern for the business managers. The consistent improvement of manufacturing outputs is imperative for manufacturers. The production system required to give competitive priorities is selected. Companies recognize lean practices to be a useful methodology for the reaching of more efficient performance in manufacturing processes. In the way of selecting manufacturing strategies, lean manufacturing is a broadly accepted methodology to improve business performance in such a competitive and volatile environment throughout world. The basic principle behind the success of lean manufacturing is how manufacturing waste is identified and eliminated from the system. This study focuses how processing waste in manufacturing cycle of HLLS assembly line can be minimized through adoption of lean manufacturing tools. In the way of getting higher productivity by using kaizen tool cycle time for the process PCB soldering has reduced from 49 sec to 35 sec in HLLS assembly line.
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1. Introduction

Around the world, manufacturing companies are facing new challenges to establish and maintain their performance in today’s competitive environment. World market has been integrated to produce goods anywhere in the world and customer is also free to move anywhere in the world to purchase things of his interest. Business environment has forced the companies to use their infrastructure at maximum level to remain competitive in the market [1]. In the current manufacturing scenario, industries are facing a new type of pressure, where business market is of sophisticated and varying nature, customer choice is changing rapidly and worldwide competition between the industries is being tougher day by day to maintain their profitability. In such a competitive environment companies are thinking to search new innovative and productive methods to sustain and remain in the world market. Manufacturing competence can be attained by adopting well matched strategic and operational endeavours for achieving business objectives and goals. In this scenario only agile, flexible, cost efficient and high quality producers can survive [2]. As a winning strategy successful lean principals and methodology can improve the business performance to a higher degree in all dimensions of productivity, quality, process improvement and cost saving [3].

A significant impact on productivity may be observed by the different industries of having lean. In the way of following the concept many industries have become lean by identifying and eliminating waste [4]. Lean production is being widely adopted by the enterprises by integrating traditional and piece production approaches to make customer oriented market environment. A systematic and scientific approach requires for smooth application of lean implementation and recognition of lean degree and its improvement direction [5].

In India auto components are being manufactured at large scale and these are supplied to the big automobile companies around the world to fulfill the requirement globally. Manufacturers of automobile and auto components have put India in top order by maintaining excellent and innovative approach towards manufacturing. Auto component manufacturers and industries have opened new doors for India to improve economically by adopting new technologies and operational methods [6].

In this context Lean/Lean concepts/Lean manufacturing/ lean production or rather lean management is an intellectual and systematic approach to bring a competitive state in a manufacturing industry. Lean manufacturing is becoming important for more than just manufacturing companies. One consulting company has improved their productivity as much as 60% by focusing on lean process management [7].

The Kaizen philosophy is preferred because of its simple design for process, employees and even for end users. It covers every process in a manufacturing system to be improved. It has the feature of adaption to suggestions for small and big changes in the system to achieve more productivity [8].

2. Literature Review

In improving productivity and strengthen the motive of the research on lean manufacturing practices, the research work of the following researchers may be included as under:

According to H.J. Warnecke and M. Huser (1995) a systematic, scientific and intellectual approach which can bring a potential state in a company in terms productivity and quality improvement is lean [9]. B. W. Braiden and K. R. Morrison (1996) argued that after implementing the lean techniques in any organization productivity may be increased within the organization of concern. Also, up time of the machines and facilities may be improved by the implementation of the same theory [10].
According to B. H. Rho and Y. M Yu (1998) in a division of Hughes Aircraft an improvement was observed by eliminating non-value added elements from production process as manufacturing cost cut by half, cycle time reduced to tenfold, productivity improved by 250% and in-process quality improved by 50% [2]. According to J. Bessant (2000) ‘Continuous Improvement Research for Competitive Advantage project’ UK, observed that number of companies are adopting Continuous Improvement programmes, 65% companies consider it as a strategic importance, 50% have adopted some form of programme to apply these concepts, 19% have sustained process of CI in operation and 89% of the companies has claimed a positive impact on quality, delivery performance or some combination of these [11].

According to M. Holweg (2007) lean manufacturing with its components in automobile industries may improve the issues related to mass production in positive direction. Also, concluded that this theory may resolve issues faced by the organization in different streams apart from the production [12]. According to R. Giri and A. K. Mishra implementation of lean components (kaizen, 5S and poka-yoke) with DMAIC cycle has improved productivity and rejection reduces to zero from 0.8% at illumination testing in assembly line of an automotive industry [13].

H. Faye and P. Falzon (2009) studied and analyzed the effect of lean concepts with its components in automotive industry. The results support the theory by improving in performance of worker, flexibility in changing demands and quality issues by identifying and elimination of processing waste [14]. S. Sivakumar and K. Muthusamy (2011) described after a case study of MNCs in Malaysia that productivity tools implementation in multinational companies in ensuring successful business is well documented. Two fundamental methods used by these companies to improve their productivity are to eliminate waste and to reduce variations in their processes by applying appropriate productivity tools such as TQM, Six Sigma and Lean methodologies [15].

S. C. Raja and G. Sundararaja (2012) have concluded that a competitive environment has experienced by automotive companies in reducing waste and improving quality. In this context lean manufacturing tools are adopted by the companies to reduce WIP inventories to compete in world market. This research case study is done, in an automotive industry with the objective of waste reduction. An improvement of 11.95% in productivity revealed by putting an effort to reduce motion waste in shop floor [16]. G. S. Nhlabathi and P. Kholopane (2013) described in their proceedings that major business houses have been trying to adopt new business strategies incorporated with lean and its component manufacturing kaizen. By the application of manufacturing kaizen in production system, it may improve the processes by eliminating waste and consequently results in improving labour productivity [17].

According to H. Abdulmouti (2015) kaizen is a technique through which organizations improve by using C I processes. The improvements through kaizen associates with minimum expenses and without sophisticated techniques. By implementing the kaizen tools at Toyota centre in Saudi Arabia, the following results may be summarized as a saving about 5.5 million without investing in new facilities, manpower reduction by 26.9%, an increase in effectiveness by increasing the annual output about 13% and improving in quality was observed [18]. H.A.D. Perara (2016) has described in his case study that SMEs in Sri Lanka need continuous improvement to take competitive advantage by reducing waste and increasing profit. In this context lean tools with its component kaizen was tested in an industry. The study was made in three separate areas as work method improvement, layout change and implementing 5S. By implementing lean concepts results was found in increasing of productivity of 41.14% [19].

Sara Antomarioni et al. (2018) have described that the implementation of kaizen actions to improve the efficiency performances of a production system analyzed through value stream mapping is requirement. In this way by having kaizen methodology both process performance and environmental issues may be sustained [20]. A. Elkhairi et al. (2019) have argued and stated that lean conceptual approach may lead to organization towards higher productivity. Also, competitiveness will improve by saving their resources and elimination of waste through innovative approach supported by lean tools [21]. A. Ghabadian et al. (2020) have described that in response to increased competitiveness around the world and to fill the customer’s expectations, many organizations are adopting lean manufacturing strategy [22]. According to R. Nagaich et al. (2020) lean manufacturing along with component kaizen has proved its effectiveness by improving productivity, reduced scrap and reduced down time of the facilities in a tyre company [23].

Locking problem has been removed using the continuous improvement method [24]. According to R. Giri and A. K. Mishra (2020), in context of productivity improvement in assembly line of HVAC switch completion time for few activities was reduced by 31.22% [25].

2. Objectives

Management of the company ABC Company was thinking towards improvement in productivity performance, quality and process capabilities of HLLS assembly line by introducing new manufacturing strategy. Issue was that to make this line as a model line, so that improvement program can further be extended to different assembly lines in the company. In this context to achieve the goals associated with the assembly line of product HLLS, the following objectives were set for making improvements:

1. To determine the company’s current performance with respect to production.

2. To analyze and identify problems in assembly line.

3. To create the possible solutions of the various identified problems.

4. Implementation of solutions to enhance productivity by optimum utilization of resources, eliminating wastes and reduction in cycle times of the activities.

5. Results and Recommendations for improvement in productivity of HLLS switch assembly.

3. Experimental work

This research takes place in the context of production in the automotive industry. In the automotive industry, productivity is central to an organization’s success in today’s scenario. Mass production is made possible with assembly line work, which involves division of tasks into small tasks and short work cycle times to identify waste associated with that particular activity. This approach emphasizes the identification and steady elimination of waste. Therefore, it permits a rapid response to market changes
due to reduction in lead time [14]. In this context to improve the productivity of HLLS assembly line, the lean manufacturing tool (kaizen) will be used as follows:

3.1 Improvement Approach

The continuous process of product innovation and further development assumes a much greater importance in today’s competitive environment [9]. In this context to improve the HLLS assembly line status, current production process with its parameters and dimensions on line, quality issues during production at different levels were examined and analyzed to make it free from muda (processing waste). To reduce error in data collection and measurement phase, parameters were examined several times on assembly line. Before solution implementation to the identified problems root causes of the problems were searched to take effective measure in assembly line.

3.2 Introduction to HLLS assembly line

To produce head lamp leveling switch the straight assembly line was organized into 9 stages of assembly processes on different machines with 7 associates working in line. The different processes completed in manufacturing of HLLS assembly line are (1. Back cover stamping and insulator assembly. 2. PCB insulator assembly, caulking and clinching. 3. Soldering, lock plate and spring assembly. 4. Housing and back cover assembly. 5. Knob detent, Gear and lens assembly. 6. Rotor shaft and panel assembly. 7. Knob rotary and IR testing. 8. Continuity testing. 9. Visual inspection and packing). Its main components are Knob, head lamp, Knob detent, Gear, Rotor shaft, Back cover and housing, and PCB

3.3 Problem formulation

Presently the capacity of HLLS assembly line is limited to 450 switches in a shift with 7 associates on line. It was decided by the management of the concern to increase the line capacity with existing facilities and manpower to higher value. In this context lean manufacturing concepts were decided to implement in assembly line to improve line capacity by identifying and eliminating non value added work elements throughout manufacturing cycle. In measurement phase of the project ‘quality issues’ and ‘larger cycle time for some processes’ were identified in the path of improved line.

Now, to improve the productivity in HLLS assembly line for its product, we are taking one of the constraints i.e. ‘larger cycle time for some processes’ for improvement. In this context non value added work elements will be reduced to improve cycle time for the process/processes. Then the result of this study may be applied to the head lamp leveling switch assembly line and establish the continuous improvement plan for the company in order to improve quality and productivity of head lamp leveling switch to the desired level by reducing the process delays, cycle times and other wastes.

3.4 Measurement phase: Objective 1

In this phase cycle time for the processes/activities associated with the main processes was calculated on assembly line considering 16% ILO recommended allowances. Cycle time for different processes associated with HLLS assembly line is illustrated in table 1 with throughput time 362 sec (sum of cycle times for all the processes).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process No.</th>
<th>Process Name</th>
<th>Cycle Time (sec.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Back cover stamping</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Insulator assembly with back cover</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>PCB assembly, caulking</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>PCB clinching</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>PCB soldering</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Lock plate and spring assembly</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Housing assembly</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Knob head lamp leveling sub assembly</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Knob detent assembly</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Gear and lens assembly</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Knob head lamp leveling assembly</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Rotor shaft assembly</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Panel assembly with switch sub assembly</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Knob Rotary assembly</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Continuity and IR testing</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Visual inspection marking and packing</td>
<td>35.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Throughput Time ——> | 362 sec |

3.5 Problem identification for improvement:

In this context of productivity improvement in HLLS assembly line through kaizen and 5S tools, process PCB soldering (table 1, Sr. No. 5) was identified as a problem for improvement. This problem is identified for improvement (cycle time reduction for the process) considering it in 2-phases as (i) walk time in collecting Insulator and PCB by the operator is more and (ii) PCB...
soldering time is more, which may be reduced to some lower value.

3.6 Description of problems ‘more walk time’ and ‘more PCB soldering time’

(i) Presently before improvement Insulators and PCBs trays are kept in such a way that these occupy 700 mm space horizontally fig. 3(a). Operator has to move a little more for picking Insulator and PCB during manufacturing cycle of switch and consequently takes more time, which increases throughput time for the switch assembly.

(ii) During assembly of head lamp leveling switch soldering on PCB is carried out at two positions after rotating the product through 180° fig. 4(a). Presently with existing facility it cannot be completed at one position of PCB on locater, only lower side points are soldered properly in this position. In this position soldering operation can be completed for remaining upper points, which have less contact area with soldering iron bit causing wetting problem. Therefore, PCB is rotated through 180° for the remaining upper points. In this way it takes more time to complete soldering operation, which increases throughput time and ultimately decreases the productivity in the assembly line.

3.6.1 Root cause analysis for the problems

After analyzing the whole process root cause of the first problem (more time in picking Insulator and PCB) is improper method of placing the trays on table. Due to this operator has to move a little more distance in picking the Insulators and PCBs, it may be improved by changing the pacing arrangement from horizontal to vertical.

Root cause for the second problem (rotation of PCB through 180° on locater) is improper design of locater due to which PCB is rotated through 180° for soldering on remaining points. This may be improved by changing the design of locater, so that soldering on all points may be done at same position of locater.

3.6.2 Developing and Implementation of solution for the problems: Objective 3 & 4

Problem No. 1: More time in picking Insulator and PCB

Initially before improvement trays containing Insulators and PCBs were placed horizontally on the table. This arrangement was covering a horizontal distance of 700 mm fig. 3(a). Now, in the way of finding solution for this problem, we have changed the design of pacing the trays from horizontal to vertical as shown in fig. 3(b). By adopting this arrangement we have reduced 700 mm distance to 400 mm and consequently less time in collecting the Insulator and PCB for the switch manufacturing cycle.

![Figure 3: Insulators and PCBs Trays](image)

(a) 

(b)

**Figure 3: Insulators and PCBs Trays**

Problem No. 2: Rotation of PCB through 180° on locater

Initially the way of doing the soldering on PCB with terminals is that the locator which holds the PCB is kept in horizontal position. In this first position soldering on lower side points are performed fig. 4(a). The upper side points cannot be soldered in this position because of lack of wetting area at this angle of soldering iron. For proper soldering on PCB the angle should be between 45° and 60° otherwise favorable soldering action will not be there. Therefore, to make the proper angle, PCB is rotated through 180° and then soldering is done at upper points. As PCB is rotated at 180°, the points on which soldering is to be done, come at lower side. At this second position remaining points are soldered. Process time for this operation is 49 sec.

To remove the problem of doing soldering in two positions of the PCB, we changed the design of locater from horizontal to vertical. At this changed position of locater, the points to be soldered come to lower left and right side. In this position all points can be soldered without changing the PCB through 180°. Soldering action before and after improvement is illustrated in fig. 4(b). This illustrates that when we have implemented the lean technique Kaizen to locater design, the problem of changing the position of PCB through 180° has been removed.

By using lean technique we have reduced the process time from 49 sec to 35 sec, which helped us in achieving our target to do the soldering on PCB in one position and reducing the cycle time.
4. Results and Discussion

This section presents a comparison of results before and after implementing the solutions on parameters, which are responsible in productivity improvement of HLLS switch assembly line. This study was focused to emphasize the elimination of waste associated with the activities in all forms for all the processes. Lean manufacturing concepts were used to explore the problems in assembly line by breaking up the main processes into sub processes and assigning these with type of works like auxiliary, muda and value added work elements. By using lean tools like Kaizen, and 5S muda time elements has reduced to lower value, consequently improved productivity on switch assembly line has observed. In this study muda (non value added) work elements were targeted and reduced for PCB soldering process. Kaizen and 5S lean tools were used to improve assembly line status for the process PCB soldering.

Cycle time is the time at which a unit of a product is to be produced, and this is given by the ratio of the actual daily operating time to the required daily quantity of production. In this context to improve the productivity of HLLS switch assembly line PCB soldering process was identified for reduction in cycle time by eliminating non value added work elements.

The problem associated with this process was targeted in 2-phases by eliminating muda time element by changing the tray’s and locator design. By changing tray’s design movement for the operator in collecting Insulator and PCB parts of the switch assembly was reduced to lower value as distance has reduced to 400 mm from 700 mm. Therefore, time taken by the operator in picking Insulator and PCB has reduced to some lower value in manufacturing cycle. And by changing locator design for PCB soldering operation, rotation of PCB through 180° for soldering upper points has removed. Now, all points on PCB can be soldered in one position, no need to rotate PCB through 180°. In this way by changing/modified design of tray and locator, we are able to reduce the cycle time for the process PCB soldering in manufacturing cycle of the switch on assembly line.

After improvement, in measurement phase it was observed that PCB soldering operation requiring 35 sec to complete it. Now, we can say that through the application of kaizen and 5S tools the cycle time for the process PCB soldering has reduced to 35 sec from 49 sec. It is a saving of 14 sec in terms of time in performing PCB soldering operation in assembly line of HLLS (Head lamp leveling switch) and consequently improved productivity on switch assembly line has observed. Table 2 illustrates a comparison in cycle time before and after implementing the solution on PCB soldering process, which shows a percentage reduction of 28.57% in cycle time.

Also, throughput time for the product has reduced to 348 sec from 362 by saving 14 sec in performing PCB soldering operation in manufacturing cycle of HLLS switch. It is equivalent to a percentage reduction of 3.86% in throughput time for the product.

The reduction in cycle time of the product shows a sign in improvement of productivity. The similar result was obtained by H. A. D. Perara during his study in a three-wheeler accessory manufacturing entity in Sri Lanka [19].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Before</th>
<th>After</th>
<th>Percentage Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cycle time</td>
<td>sec</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>28.57% Reduction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Improvement Result Summary Sheet
5. Conclusion

In view of the above study, the main objective was to improve the productivity of HLLS assembly line by using lean concepts in an automotive industry, it has been successfully achieved. The study supports the theory that the implementation of lean manufacturing has measurable positive impact on performance of manufacturing industries. Lean manufacturing has the capability to impact positively with improved operational efficiency, productivity improvement, quality and improved organizational performance. The outcome of the study concludes that lean manufacturing has shown its importance in improvement of overall competitiveness of any industry. It may help to other assembly lines of ABC Company to meet customer’s increased future demand and to overcome the global competition increased. The following points may be projected to show the improvement in operational and productive performance in assembly line:

1. A reduction of 28.57% in cycle time for the process PCB soldering.
2. A reduction of 3.86% in throughput time for the product.

Along with quantitative results certain intangible results have also achieved through improvement activity like

- Improved 5S culture
- Increased morale
- Better understanding of lean methodology
- Air and electricity saving through producing more switches on the same line.

The above study indicates that competitive priorities of companies are focused on improving products by making fundamental changes in the way of manufacturing. However, in this part of the study, we focused on productivity enhancement by using kaizen and 5S tools and improved the line condition to higher level successfully. It is vital that the approaches should not be defined narrowly. A cross functional management infrastructure should be created to ensure the benefits of the change programme and strategy. Also, by integrating the lean components JIT and TPM with improved methods and techniques, the productivity and quality in line for the product, may further be improved.
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